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About This Game

CAN YOU SEE IT?
In the first game by The Working Parts, a lone frog descends into the depths of a flooded forest, not yet knowing the full extent
of its tragedy. To survive in a brutal, oxygen-obsessed ecosystem, you must help it see the patterns and hidden truths that make

up the rules of the forest - horrible as they may be.

They Breathe is a critically acclaimed indie gem risen from the depths of Xbox Live Indie Games. In thirty short minutes, the
game leaves it up to you to figure out every part of its increasingly bizarre universe, in order to survive the onslaught of

unexpected creatures and ultimately comprehend their true nature. No matter how your descent to the bottom of the forest takes
shape, it is guaranteed to give you the chills without a single word of dialog.

Keep your eyes open, for there is darkness beneath the surface. And you're not at the bottom yet.

Features

Surreal atmosphere

No hand-holding

Hand-drawn HD art
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A story told through gameplay

''Making of'' feature

What people say

This game is only 2$, but I feel like this experience is scarring me for life - Markiplier

"The scariest game on earth" - GameGrumps

"I approached They Breathe as a game, but it ended as an experience" - Whatsyourtagblog.com

''They Breathe is deceptively creepy [...] disturbing in all the right ways'' - Destructoid 

''Some games evoke such a strange feeling that you can't help but be sucked in. They Breathe is one of those games.'' - 
XBLIG Silver Award, NeoGAF 

''The atmosphere that The Working Parts has managed to create is praiseworthy.'' - Indiegamemag.com

''a journey of discovery that is both rewarding and surprisingly horrifying'' - Plus10Damage 
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fail game! dont buy\/play it! + do not buy the badge! h3h3~ =(. Short, Beautiful and Amazing Arts!
I am Malaysian and I can relate to this 100% :D

. As far as I can tell, all of these cards are available fairly early in the game for free by completing the "Explore Theros" battles.
I went ahead and purchased this pack right away in order to help build up a Heroic deck, then found out that I wasn't getting any
of the bonus packs from the Explore Theros missions like usual. Turns out this DLC just gives you the packs you can already
win for free in game :(

Not worth $5 when you can get them in-game for nothing and get some enjoyable gameplay in the process.. I love how there is
more option to move in this game. i have alot of fun plaing this game, just cause it reminds me of all the nes sports games, my
only complaint is the price might be a little steep for a game that doesnt have like a season mode and only quick play matches..
Hello my name is zach and i love 123 slaughter me street. The game itself gives you a crawl down your spin. Im just speechless
about the game because its so creepy. And im very exited for 123 slaughter me street 2 to come out.But sometimes when i start
it up the game will not start but it does start up some times and it play just fin.. I really like this game, I think the idea of it and
gameplay was pretty fun.
I'm a fan of zombie games and I like how you got both a campaign and a survival mode.

I recommend people to try this game out, however there are some things I'd like to mention.

First off, Multiplayer.
It feels like this game was meant for Multiplayer, however it is mostly dead. But the Developer has created a Discord server to
help that. But it's also the fact that playing by yourself doesn't feel that fun. And the AI wasn't that great either, as an idea,
maybe see if you could make it so we can give the AI different weapons?
But yeah, if you are going into this game, I think you'd have more fun if you get a couple of mates to join in the action.

Also you may want someone to talk to, because most of the time the game is pretty quiet, I'd suggest making a background
soundtrack? Not sure, but it's your game Developer. :)

I've had experiences with playing with an AI, then with someone who knew the game and a friend of mine who is in the same
boat as me. If you are going to play by yourself or with a other new player, the game might go for hours trying to figure out
where you are going. xD
But when you are with someone who knows the map, it can be done in a few minutes. So unless you know the map or what to
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do, you might be there for a while, but it can still be fun!

The controls were a bit interesting, had to use a controller to play, however I found out the other control sets you have and now
the game is playable with a keyboard and mouse. Still I wish we could set hotkeys.

Other than that, I think this game is really amazing, and I'd love to join anyone who gets into this so I can play the crap out of it.
And I'm so pumped to try out the next game!. Nice benchmark. I love the 3 runs for the sake of accuracy.. HOG games are not
my favorite genre and I'm not someone who generally gets through them without relying on a guide. That said, I was able to
complete 1 Moment of Time over the course of an afternoon/evening and for the .99 that I paid for it? I suppose that got my
money's worth. But I can't recommend it.

The gameplay itself flowed smoothly, I did not run into bugs. However, I really hated the story itself. It started out whimiscal
and had me curious but as things proceeded, I found myself gritting my teeth more and more. The who, what, and why of the
curse on Silentville was just plain awful and had me cringing a lot. By the time I reached the next to last chapter, I was no longer
enjoying myself and just pressing on for the sake of completion. HOG-lovers who don't care a lot about the plot that ties the
puzzles and mini-games together would probably not be bothered the same.
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I like this game, it give me the option to do what my ancestors never were able to. To conquer all Europe with my boy
Wallachia. This how things should have been. Will let you know if i managed to travel back in time and implement my plan.

Worth buying since this version doesn't have 50+ dlc like the forth installment.. Well I just felt like I took a hit of something
and went on a brain adventure. I wasn't expecting very much but I was pleasantly surprised by it's oddness and ability to not let
me quit. I would assume most would quit but I didn't. It made me laugh and also weird me out a bit. It's like a homemade game
so you have to appreciate it's heart. A little... This is NOT a Triple A game. This is fun for a little challenge and to admire
someone wanting to make their own game. That's not a bad thing. It's certainly not perfect. It could use some more work but it is
what it is. Still enjoyed playing it even though it frustrated the crap out of me. I was not going to let this game beat me. So I
finally beat it.

Weird
wtf
brutal
challenging
unyielding
bad hit detection
you have to use the games exploits against it'self to essentially win (sorry it's kind of true)
this game does not hand hold you
you will not know how to do things but you will figure it out at some point
just silly

. The story was interesting, although they should have done more with it. It was worthwhile, but I wouldn't pay more than $5 for
it.. The first game was actually pretty good. This one is just bad.. So cool and motivational movie.
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